Curl condition for a four-state Born-Oppenheimer system employing the Mathieu equation.
When a group of four states forms a subspace of the Hilbert space, i.e., appears to be strongly coupled with each other but very weakly interacts with all other states of the entire space, it is possible to express the nonadiabatic coupling (NAC) elements either in terms of s or in terms of electronic basis function angles, namely, mixing angles presumably representing the same sub-Hilbert space. We demonstrate that those explicit forms of the NAC terms satisfy the curl conditions--the necessary requirements to ensure the adiabatic-diabatic transformation in order to remove the NAC terms (could be often singular also at specific point(s) or along a seam in the configuration space) in the adiabatic representation of nuclear SE and to obtain the diabatic one with smooth functional form of coupling terms among the electronic states. In order to formulate extended Born-Oppenheimer (EBO) equations [J. Chem. Phys. 2006, 124, 074101] for a group of four states, we show that there should exist a coordinate independent ratio of the gradients for each pair of ADT/mixing angles leading to zero curls and, thereafter, provide a brief discussion on its analytical validity. As a numerical justification, we consider the first four eigenfunctions of the Mathieu equation to demonstrate the interesting features of nonadiabatic coupling (NAC) elements, namely, the validity of curl conditions and the nature of curl equations around CIs.